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HII regions – Russeil (2003)

CS sources – Lépine et al. (2011)

Efremov (2010)



Runaway stars

In general, “runaway stars” are 
young O-B stars: 

● with high space velocities  (> 40 
km/s)

● far away from their place of birth 
(clusters, associations and H II 
regions that constitute the spiral 
arms).

Sahai et al. (2009)



Two runaway stars 
apparently otiginating 
from the same 
dynamical interaction 
in  Orion's OB1 
association

Hoogerwerf (2000)

Runaway star ejected 
form Scorpius OB2 
association and the 
Pulsar J1932+1059.

Runaway stars



Extinction in the halo is not 
significant

Possibly use runaway stars to 
trace the Galaxy's spiral arms?

Runaway stars



Runaway stars

Runaway stars Sample of local O and B stars  (from 
Hipparcos)

●B-V<0.05
●Distance<200 pc (from parallax)



Runaway stars

Recovered parameters:

●Phase angle θ
●Pattern speed Ω

●Trace bithplaces back to the present
●Assume pattern rotates rigidly (Vallée 2008 model)
●Pattern speed corresponds to maximum clustering 
of birthplaces near arms



Results: Pattern speed and phase angle

Entire sample > 60 Myr, No Gould Belt (Torra 2000)

> 90 Myr, Constraints pattern speed better < 60 Myr, Constraints phase angle better



Advantages with runaways:

●Ages are more accurate.

●Can come from distant arms.

●Not obscured by dust/gas in 
the disc.

Results: Milky Way



Gaia

Light grey: G<13

Medium grey: G<14

Dark grey: G<15



Conclusions

●Spiral arms properties are difficult to determine 
but they appear to be there!

●We managed to fit a sample of local stars to a 
model of the spiral arms

●We find a pattern speed consistent with 
previous determinations (21 – 22 km/s/kpc)

●Runaway stars may be used as tracers of the 
spiral arms. With Gaia it will be possible to map 
arms on the other side of the Galaxy.



Runaway stars

In the end we have:

●Birthplaces (x,y) in the Galactic plane

●Ages and Flight times

●Full space velocities



Vallée (2008)

Milky Way

Model:
pitch=12.8º
φ = -20º
R0=3 kpc

●Trace bithplaces back to the present

●Assume pattern rotates rigidly

●Pattern speed corresponds to 
maximum clustering of birthplaces 
near arms



The potential model

Drimmel and Spergel (2001); Sale et al. (2010) suggest shorter disk scalelength

Updated Allen and Santillan (1991) model to account for it

Extra component analogous to the “hole” included in the Robin et al. (2003) model



The potential model

Old and new (updated) model compared



Models (density waves)

Kinematic density waves – Kalnajs (1973)

Ωp = Ω − κ/2 : pattern speed



Models (density waves)

Other important parameters:

● Phase angle (where it starts)

●Pitch angle (how wound up)



Results: Origin in the Milky Way

Phase:

Hipparcos –  -53.1º +/- 2.9º
Runaways – -63.5º +/- 22.5º

Younger stars probably part of local structures (Gould Belt)

Sun close to corotation radius.

Pattern speed: 

Hipparcos – 20.3 +/- 0.5 km/s/kpc
Runaways – 21.9 +/- 8.6 km/s/kpc



Age vs. flight time

Most flight times 
consistent with 
evolutionary ages

●80% within 1 
sigma  errors

●95% within 1.5 
sigma errors



Outline

●What are runaway stars?

●Ejection mechanisms

●Method

●Results

●Conclusions and Future Work



Ejection mechanisms
• The binary ejection scenario  - BES (Blaauw, 1961): the 

primary explodes as a supernova altering the centre of mass 
and the angular momentum of the system, often disrupting 
the binary.

Maximum velocity for late-type B stars ≈ 200 
km/s (Portegies Zwart, 2000; Leonard and 
Dewey, 1993)

Can reach up to ≈ 400 km/s according to a 
scenario proposed by Przybilla et al. (2008)

Portegies Zwart (2000)



Ejection mechanisms
• The dynamical ejection scenario - DES (Poveda, Ruiz & Allen, 

1967) in this scenario  the star is part of a cluster and is ejected 
through dynamical interactions inside the cluster.

Leonard (1990)

Velocities of several 100 km/s are possible 
(Leonard, 1991), the maximum velocity should 
not be greater than  ≈ 400 km/s realistically (see 
also Gvaramadze et al., 2009)



Results: ejection velocity vs. mass

●Height is correlated with velocity

●Where are the 15 magnitude stars?

●400 km/s is close to the theoretical 
maximum in the DES Leonard (1993)

The distribution is bi-modal → evidence for two different populations?

Binary scenario is the best explanation: binary of Wolf-Rayet and a main 
sequence star that undergoes a common envelope phase ( Przybilla et al., 2008).



Results: age vs. flight time

Most compelling case: 
SB 357

Clearly a young star (Be star, 
normal He abundance)

Flight time  > Evolutionary age

Even after  considering:

●Rotation =>  H mixing

●Metallicity => longer lifetime

Star formation in the Halo?



Results: Origin in the Milky Way

Spiral arms simulated for consistency check. Arm of orgigin of simulated 
local sample.



Future work

●Simulation of a population of runaway stars.

●Runaway stars in nearby galaxies.

●Gaia catalogue of runaway stars.



Relevance:

● Binary evolution

● Extreme phenomenon

●Cluster dynamics and evolution

●Dynamical laboratory for the galaxy (constraining the potential, etc.)

Why high galactic latitudes?

●Most extreme cases of ejection. More on this later.

●O and B type stars have very short MS lifetimes (less than 
a few 100 million years).

●O and B stars are not expected in the Halo, where we 
expect only Pop II objects (no star formation).

Runaway stars
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